Automatic Depression Scale Prediction using Facial Expression Dynamics and Regression
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Abstract

Depression is a state of low mood and aversion to activity that can affect a person’s thoughts, behavior, feelings and sense of well-being. In such a low mood, both the facial expression and voice appear different from the ones in normal states. In this paper, an automatic system is proposed to predict the scales of Beck Depression Inventory from naturalistic facial expression of the patients with depression. Firstly, features are extracted from corresponding video and audio signals to represent characteristics of facial and vocal expression under depression. Secondly, dynamic features generation method is proposed in the extracted video feature space based on the idea of Motion History Histogram (MHH) for 2-D video motion extraction. Thirdly, Partial Least Squares (PLS) and Linear regression are applied to learn the relationship between the dynamic features and depression scales using training data, and then predict the depression scale for unseen ones. Finally, decision level fusion was done for combining predictions from both video and audio modalities. The proposed approach is evaluated on the AVEC2014 dataset and experimental results demonstrate its effectiveness.
0.1 Introduction

The study on mental health problems has been given increasing attention from various domains in the modern society in recent years. Among mood disorders, depression commonly occurs and heavily threatens the mental health of human beings. Generally, depression is a state of low mood and aversion to activity that can affect persons’ thoughts, behavior, feelings, and sense of well-being [22]. Depressed people may feel sad, anxious, hopeless, empty, worried, helpless, worthless, hurt, irritable, guilty, or restless. They may lose interest in activities that once were pleasurable, experience loss of appetite or overeating, suffer trouble in concentrating, remembering details, or making decisions, and may contemplate or even attempt suicide. Insomnia, excessive sleeping, fatigue, loss of energy, aches, pains, or digestive problems that are resistant to treatment may be present as well [1].

In spite of very limited progress currently achieved on automatic depression scale prediction or other mental disorders, recent technological revolutions of automatic emotion analysis in the field of affective computing and social signal processing are extensive, which can be regarded as a good place to start. People express their emotions through the visual (i.e. facial expressions and bodily gestures), vocal, and physiological modalities, and among these modalities, facial expression plays a primary role in representing emotional states of human beings. Much effort has hence been dedicated by psychologists to model the mapping from facial expressions to emotional states [10]. Initial work aims at describing expressions using static features extracted from still face images [21] [24]. However, to some expressions, especially the subtle ones like anger and disgust, these features prove insufficient. Recently, the focus gradually veers to facial expression analysis in video data, since they convey richer information than images do. From videos, dynamic features can be obtained, which are also critical to represent facial expressions formed by periodical muscular movements, e.g. [6] [13] [18]. Meanwhile, in video data, there often exists vocal information which is corresponding to the visual, and it is another important channel to emotion recognition. Therefore, a natural trend appears to combine the vocal modality with the visual one, claiming that both the clues are complementary to each other and the joint use improves system performance [5].

Similarly, in depression scale prediction, visual and vocal features (included in video data) are both indispensable, since depressed people tend to behave disorderly in facial expression, gesture, verbal communication, etc. For example, they may seem unable to relax, quicker to anger, or full of restless energy, which can be reflected by changes in their facial expressions; while they may make their speech slurred, slow, and monotonous, and this can be represented by variations of their voices. Based on such consideration, this paper proposes a novel approach for depression scale prediction using both the visual and vocal clues, aiming to combine their advantages. Based on the idea of Motion History Histogram (MHH) for 2-D motion capture, dynamic features are extracted based on the features from videos. Feature selection is done to reduce the dimension of the feature. Then Partial Least Square (PLS) and Linear regression algorithm is then used to model the mapping between dynamic features and the depression scales. Finally, predictions from both video and audio modalities were combined on decision level. Experimental results achieved on the AVEC2014 dataset illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related work in this area. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the proposed method, and Section 4 displays and discusses the experimental results on the AVEC2014 dataset [27]. Section 5 concludes the paper.

0.2 Related Work

Recent years have witnessed the growing study for clinical and mental health analysis from facial and vocal expressions [29] [32] [23] [12] due to significant progress on emotion recognition from facial expression. Wang et al. [29] proposed a computational approach, which creates probabilistic facial expression profiles for video data and helps to automatically quantify emotional expression differences between patients with neuropsychiatric disorders (Schizophrenia) and healthy controls.

As particularly concerning on depression analysis, Cohn et al. [7] pioneered at seeking for solutions in the view of affective computing. They fused both
clues of facial actions and vocal prosody, attempting to investigate systematic and efficient ways of incorporating behavioral observations that are strong indicators of psychological disorders, much of which may occur outside the awareness of either individual. Their findings suggest the feasibility of automatic detection of depression, and possess exciting implications for clinical theory and practice. Yang et al. [32] explored variations in vocal prosody of participants, and found moderate predictability of the depression scores based on a combination of $F_0$ and switching pauses. Girard et al. [12] analyzed both manual and automatic facial expressions during semi-structured clinical interviews of clinically depressed patients, concluding that participants with high symptom severity behave with more expressions associated with contempt, smile less, and their smiles were more likely to be related to contempt. Scherer et al. [23] studied the correlation between the properties of gaze, head pose, and smile and three mental disorders (i.e. depression, post-traumatic stress disorder and anxiety), and discovered that significant differences of automatically detected behaviors appear between the highest and lowest distressed participant groups.

Depression recognition sub-challenge of AVEC2013 [28] was held in 2013 and some good methods were proposed with good results [30] [14]. Williamson et al. [30] exploited the effects that reflected changes in coordination of vocal tract motion associated with Major Depressive Disorder. Specifically, they investigated changes in correlation that occur at different time scales across formant frequencies and also across channels of the delta-mel-cepstrum. Both feature domains provide measures of coordination in vocal tract articulation while reducing effects of a slowly-varying linear channel, which can be introduced by time-varying microphone placements. Based on these two complementary feature sets, they designed a novel Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based multivariate regression scheme, referred to as Gaussian Staircase Regression, that provided very good prediction on the standard Beck depression rating scale. Meng et al. [14] presents a novel method, which comprehensively models visual and vocal modalities with dynamic features to automatically predicts the scale of depression. Motion History Histogram (MHH) was used firstly to extract the dynamics from corresponding video and audio data to represent characteristics of subtle changes in facial and vocal expression of depression. And then, Partial Least Square (PLS) regression algorithm is applied to learn the relationship between the dynamic features and depression scales using training data, and then predict the depression scale for an unseen one. Predicted values of visual and vocal clues are further combined at decision level for final decision.

From these two methods, it can be seen that fea-
ture extraction is the key for depression scale prediction. In this paper, we proposed a new way for dynamic feature extraction. Firstly, standard feature extraction methods are used on each frames or vocal segments. Then the dynamic variations in the feature space is extracted based on the idea of MHH of the image. The reason is that the feature space contains more useful information than the raw images that were used in [14]. Then, fusion process on advanced regression methods is investigated and proposed to improve the overall performance.

0.3 Depression Scale Prediction

Since human facial expression and voice in depression are theoretically different from those under normal mental states, we attempt to address the problem of depression scale prediction by combining dynamic descriptions within naturalistic facial and vocal expressions. This paper proposes a novel method that comprehensively models the variations in visual and vocal clues and automatically predicts the Beck Depression Inventory scale of depression.

0.3.1 System Overview

Figure 0.1 illustrates the process of how the features are extracted from both visual and audio data, which is then combined, reduced and used with machine learning. With the visual data, a sequence of steps are taken to combine different extraction methods that are used for dynamic and static data. The data itself is in a video format from which Edge Orientation Histogram (EOH), Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) features are extracted of each frame from the video, extracting different descriptors to capture different characteristics of the facial expression images. The idea of Motion History Histograms (MHH) is then applied to capture the dynamic movement of the features, describing temporal information of different extracted facial descriptors. It is effective in summarizing the facial feature movements. All the features are then concatenated for a better representation and reduced in dimensionality to make the system more accurate and efficient. Partial Least Square (PLS) regression and Linear regression are then combined to predict the depression scale.

0.3.2 Image Feature Extraction

Based on the frames of facial expression in video data, three different texture features are extracted.

Local Binary Patterns

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) describes the local texture structure of an image by creating patterns for the pixels and its surroundings. It is namely invariance to monotonic gray level changes [19] and computational efficiency making it useful for face recognition [2], which would be useful for extracting the facial structure variance across the expressions. Each pixel is compared with its surrounding 8 pixels, using a threshold to compare if they are higher or lower. From this a pattern of 8 bits is generated and converted to decimal format from which a histogram is created. This will be applied on the textured facial images from the database.

Edge Orientation Histogram

EOH, an efficient and powerful operator, is regarded as a simpler version of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [8] that captures the edge or the local shape information of an image. It has been widely investigated in a variety of applications in computer vision such as hand gesture recognition [11], object tracking [31] and facial expression recognition [18].

Local Phase Quantization

Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) is widely used in face recognition and texture classification [20] because of its ability to extract local phase information using Discrete Fourier Transform on windows of M-by-M across the whole image, and checks for the phase difference to produce a histogram for each window. The histograms are combined to produce one overall histogram for the image.

0.3.3 Audio Feature Extraction

The spectral low-level descriptors (LLDs) and MFCCs 11-16 are included in the AVEC2014 baseline audio feature set and adopted as the basic representation of the vocal clue. The baseline feature
set consists of 2268 features, composed of 32 energy and spectral related $\times 42$ functionals, 6 voicing related LLD$\times 32$ functionals, 32 delta coefficients of the energy/spectral LLD$\times 19$ functionals, 6 delta coefficients of the voicing related LLD$\times 19$ functionals, and 10 voiced/unvoiced durational features.

LLD features are extracted from 25 ms and 60 ms overlapping windows which are shifted forward at a rate of 10 ms. Among these features, pitch (F0) based LLD are extracted from 60 ms windows, while all other LLD are extracted from 25 ms windows. For detailed information, please see the baseline paper [27].

0.3.4 1-D Motion History Histogram

MHH is a descriptive temporal template motion representation for visual motion recognition. It was originally proposed and applied in human action recognition [16]. The detailed information can be found in [15] and [17]. It records the grey scale value changes for each pixel in the video. In comparison with other well-known motion features, such as Motion History Image (MHI) [4], it contained more dynamic information of the pixels and get better performance in human action recognition[15]. MHH not only provides rich motion information, but also remains computationally inexpensive [17].

In the previous research, MHH is used for extracting the motion on each pixel in the 2D image sequences and then creating the multiscale histograms ($M$ is the number of scales) for the whole video. Here, we proposed an 1-D MHH that extracts the changes on each component in a feature vector sequence (instead of one pixel from a image sequence) and then create the histogram for all the components of the feature vector in one video. So the dynamic of facial movement are replaced by the feature movements. Figure 3 shows the process of computing 1-D MHH on the sequence of feature vector. Firstly, on one component of the feature vector, consecutive two values are compared and thresholded to produce a binary value. If there is change bigger than threshold, it will be ‘1’, otherwise, it will be ‘0’. Along the time line, a binary sequence will be generated. Within the binary sequence, $M$ different pattern will be counted. So for each component, $M$ counts will be generated. All these counts together make the 1-D MHH features of the feature vector.

Figure 3: Process of computing 1-D MHH on the sequence of feature vectors.
The dynamic property between consecutive audio segments is also critical. The vocal expression changes are considered to be discriminative between depression and other emotions using the same idea of MHH as it was done for video. Instead of operating on each pixel in videos, each component of the audio baseline feature is used for dynamic modelling. For each component, a change sequence is created and its corresponding histogram is made based on the variation in patterns. Similarly, $M$ values are obtained for each component. The final dynamic audio feature vector is therefore $M$ times longer than the original one.

0.3.5 Feature Combination and Fusion

The LBP, LPQ and EOH feature extraction methods are applied on each of the frames as each algorithm highlights different patterns, all of which are considered to be useful. This then effectively converts a video with frames of images to three sequences of extracted feature vectors. 1-D MHH algorithm is applied to each feature vector sequence and it produces $M$ feature vectors from each sequence, that contains the dynamic details of the motion occurred across the features. The resulting histograms are then concatenated to provide one feature vector.

All the features are combined to produce a large feature vector, which can cause the training period of the machine learning to be very slow. Two approaches are used to reduce the dimensionality of the large feature set to improve the training speed and performance. Firstly, a novel method was used to analyze each feature column and decide whether it can be discarded to increase the performance of the system. Secondly, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to obtain the coefficients for each feature set.

The initial method normalizes each column of the feature vector, e.g. if the training set contains 50 videos with 2000 features each, a column vector would represent 1 feature from the 50 videos i.e. (1x50). The goal is to reduce the total number of columns whilst retaining key information. From each individual column, a histogram is then taken which is tested for how well distributed it is. Equation 1 describes the process of selecting which columns of the feature vector to remove, where $k$ is the number of bins, $m(i)$ is the number of samples in each individual bin, $n$ is the number of total samples and $T$ is the sampling threshold.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} m(i) > n \times T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

If the number of bins ($k$) is 10, the 50 samples are then distributed between the 10 bins depending on their value. The number of samples in each of the 10 bins $m(i)$ are then checked against the threshold value $n \times T$. If $m(i)$ is greater then that column would be removed as this would mean that the contents of that column are too similar across the samples. This method not only reduces the vector size, but to also increase the system performance, the system is less confused by not having similar features across majority of the samples. Once the vector is reduced, PCA is applied to further reduce the vector size by calculating the coefficients which would best describe the features. The amount of coefficients we generate from the features are between 5-10, as this range gives the best performance when testing with the development data set. This new vector is then used at the regression stage to predict the depression values.

0.3.6 Regression

The Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression [9] is a statistical algorithm that bears some relation to principal components regression. Instead of finding hyperplanes of minimum variance between the response and independent variables, it builds a linear regression model by projecting the response and independent variables to another common space. Since both the response and independent variables are projected to a new space, the approaches in the PLS family are known as bilinear factor models.

More specifically, PLS tries to seek fundamental relations between two matrices (response and independent variables), i.e. a latent variable way to model the covariance structures in these two spaces. A PLS model aims to search the multidimensional direction in the independent variable space that explains the maximum multidimensional variance direction in the response variable space. PLS regression is particularly suited when the matrix of predictors has more variables than observations, and when there is multicollinearity among independent
variable values. By contrast, standard regression will fail in these cases.

In the case of depression recognition, it is necessary to reduce the dimension of the feature vector. In the AVEC2014 dataset, the first 50 samples are for training; another 50 for developing; and the left 50 for test. This is a relatively small number in comparison with the feature dimensionality, making the regression problem more redundant. For this reason, the feature selection technique is used to only concern the feature component that is relevant to the depression label. The correlation between feature vector and depression labels is computed in the training set and only the feature components with an absolute value bigger than a threshold are kept and others are discarded.

The general underlying model of multivariate PLS is

\[ X = TP^T + E \]
\[ Y = UQ^T + F \]

where \( X \) is an \( n \times m \) matrix of predictors and \( Y \) is an \( n \times p \) matrix of responses. \( T \) and \( U \) are two \( n \times l \) matrices that are, projections of \( X \) (scores, components or the factor matrix) and projections of \( Y \) (scores); \( P, Q \) are, respectively, \( m \times l \) and \( p \times l \) orthogonal loading matrices; and matrices \( E \) and \( F \) are the error terms, assumed to be independent and identical normal distribution. Decompositions of \( X \) and \( Y \) are made so as to maximize the covariance of \( T \) and \( U \).

Linear Regression is another approach for modeling the relationship between a scalar dependent variable and one or more explanatory variables in statistics. It was also used in the system along with PLS regression for decision fusion. The decision fusion stage aims to combine multiple decisions into a single and consensus one [25]. The linear opinion pool method is used in this case due to its simplicity [3], and a weighted sum rule is defined to combine the predicted values from each decision as in [26].

0.4 Experimental Results

0.4.1 AVEC2014 Dataset

The proposed approach is evaluated on the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2014 dataset [27], a subset of the audio-visual depressive language corpus (AViD-Corpus). The dataset contains 340 video clips from 292 subjects performing a Human-Computer Interaction task while being recorded by a webcam and a microphone in a number of quiet settings. There is only one person in each clip and some subjects feature in more than one clip. All the participants are recorded between one and four times, with an interval of two weeks. 5 subjects appears in 4 recordings, 93 in 3, 66 in 2, and 128 in only one session. The length of these clips is between 20 minutes and 50 minutes with the average of 25 minutes, and the total duration of all clips lasts 240 hours. The mean age of subjects is 31.5 years, with a standard deviation of 12.3 years and a range of 18 to 63 years.

0.4.2 Experimental Setting

AVEC2014 addresses two Sub-Challenges: the Affect Recognition Sub-Challenge (ASC) and the Depression Recognition Sub-Challenge (DSC). ASC concentrates fully on continuous affect recognition of the dimensions of dominance, valence and arousal, where the level of affect has to be predicted for each frame of the recording, while DSC requires to predict the level of self-reported depression as indicated by the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) for every session, that is, one continuous value per video clip file. This study focuses on DSC, where a single regression problem needs to be solved. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) over all sessions are both used as measurements in the competition.

For each video clip, we work on the spatial domain to produce local features using EOH, LBP and LPQ. These features are extracted frame by frame to produce 384, 944 and 256 dimensional histograms respectively for each frame. Then the algorithm on MHH was modified to be able to use for 1-D case and is operated on all the data to produce \( M = 3 \) vectors of temporal information. The vectors EOH_MHH, LBP_MHH and LPQ_MHH are reshaped producing 1152, 2835 and 768 components which are concatenated to produce a vector of 4755 components. These components are produced for both Northwind and Freeform videos and are also concatenated together producing a total of 9510 components per sample, which is denoted as (MIX_MHH). Figure 4 shows MIX_MHH Feature...
vectors for 50 samples of the development set of the AVEC2014 dataset.

To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach to depression recognition, we compare these achieved results with the ones of other configurations. The vectors EOH_MHH, LBP_MHH and LPQ_MHH have been tested with the development set before they are concatenated, to provide a comparison from its individual and combined benefits. Furthermore, we explore to model the temporal features of facial expressions in the dynamic feature space, similar to [14], i.e. first operating MHH on the video to produce 5 (M=5) frames, to then extract the local features (EOH, LBP and LPQ) from each of the 5 frames and then concatenate all the vectors, this is denoted as (MHH_MIX). The baseline audio features (2268) provided by data set for the short segments (short) and per instance (inst) have been used, denoted as (Audio). The combined audio features of Flatness, Band1000, POV, PSY Sharpness, Shimmer and ZCR are used, containing 285 of the 2268 features which is denoted as (Comb). For all the dynamic features including visual and vocal ones, the dimensionality is reduced with PCA and the results are provided by PLS Regression, Linear Regression and a fusion of the two methods.

0.4.3 Performance Comparison

Table 1 shows the individual performance of the three image feature extraction methods that are combined with 1-D MHH, from which the depression scales are predicted used two regression techniques separately and fused. We can see that using PLS for regression is better than Linear Regression in all tests. However, when they are fused with a weighting more towards PLS, the results are improved further. LBP is shown to be the weakest amongst the three and LPQ the strongest.

Table 2 compares the combined performance of the three image feature extraction methods which has MHH operated before and after them. MIX_MHH is for MHH after EOH, LBP and LPQ are applied to each frame and MHH_MIX is when MHH is applied before, on the original video clip. MIX_MHH has shown a significant improvement over the individual performances in Table 1, as well as out-performing MHH_MIX in all regression methods PLS showing that combining the different individual features does provide a much more reliable performance. The benefit of having MHH after EOH, LBP and LPQ is that these three methods will highlight more features and MHH would then capture the frequency of the features across the frames. Whereas if MHH is applied first to the raw video, a lot of good information is compressed to six frames before being extracted. Since the AVEC2014 data set is different to the previous AVEC2013 data set, MHH_MIX, which is the method approached in [14], will not produce similar results to the 2013 data set.

In Table 3, the audio features for short segments and per instance are taken into account. From the 2268 audio features, the Combined features (Comb) have been taken out to be tested separately. The Combined features have produced good results when using PLS and Linear regression fused together, whereas when all the audio features are used, PLS alone works best. The four tests only take audio features into account and have shown good results when compared to the individual feature results in Table 1, however they aren’t as good as the combined visual features (MIX_MHH).

Table 4 combines the audio domain with the best features from the visual domain at decision level, to show the performance when fused together. The results, when compared to Table 2 and Table 2, show a significant improvement when having audio alone and some improvement than having visual alone. PLS and Linear Regression fused has been chosen for the testing, because in most cases it gives an increase to the performance. The Comb audio features provide a better outcome than using all the audio features provided.

Table 5 displays the final performance of each
Table 1: Performance of depression scale prediction using the dynamic visual features measured both in MAE and RMSE averaged over all sequences in the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>EOH_MHH_PLS</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>EOH_MHH_LR</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>EOH_MHH_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LBP_MHH_PLS</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LBP_MHH_LR</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>12.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LBP_MHH_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>11.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LPQ_MHH_PLS</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>10.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LPQ_MHH_LR</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>11.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>LPQ_MHH_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Predicted and actual depression scales of development subset of the AVEC2014 dataset.

The baseline results [27] are listed in Table 6 which are limited in both development and test sets. In comparison with the results in Table 5, our method has outperformed their development RMSE score and is better overall than their result for the test data set.

0.5 Conclusions and Perspectives

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for automatic depression scale prediction based on facial and vocal expression in naturalistic video recordings. Based on the idea of MHH for 2-D video motion feature, we proposed 1-D MHH that can be applied to feature vector sequences and provide a dynamic feature (e.g. EOH_MHH, LBP_MHH, LPQ_MHH) for the video. This dynamic feature is better than MHH_EOH that was used in previous research [14] because it is based on feature vectors instead of raw images. Finally, PLS regression and Linear regression are then adopted to capture the correlation between and feature space and depression scales.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed method achieved good results on the AVEC2014 dataset. From Table 2, it clearly demonstrates the proposed dynamic feature is better than MHH_EOH that was used in previous research [14]. In comparison with Table 1, fusion of the three image features produce better results than any of the individual features. For the audio feature, Comb achieved better results than whole audio feature provided by the organizer. The fusion
Table 2: Performance of depression scale prediction using MHH before and after MIX (EOH, LBP and LPQ) visual features, measured both in MAE and RMSE averaged over all sequences in the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MIX_MHH_PLS</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MIX_MHH_LR</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MIX_MHH_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MHH_MIX_PLS</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MHH_MIX_LR</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>12.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>MHH_MIX_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of depression scale prediction using complete audio and Comb features measured both in MAE and RMSE averaged over all sequences in the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Comb_inst_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Comb_short_(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Audio_inst_PLS</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Audio_short_PLS</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>10.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on decision level solution achieved better results on the development set, and the same result for the testing set.

There are two main contributions from this paper. First one is the dynamic feature extraction that use the idea of MHH on the feature space. Another one is the feature fusion from different features from images. The overall results on the testing set are better than baseline results.

There are still other image features such as Gabor features, these features can be used to extract dynamic features as well and easily be added into the system to improve the performance. There are also some dynamic features such as LBP_TOP, combination of these kind of feature with our dynamic features together will be an interesting topic. For the audio feature, the combination of descriptors were used, other features should also be considered to be integrated in the system. All this will be our future work.
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Table 4: Performance of depression scale prediction using the audio features combined with the best visual features (MIX_MHH), fusing them at decision level, measured both in MAE and RMSE averaged over all sequences in the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development (MIX+Audio)+(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development (MIX+Comb)+(PLS+LR)</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: System performance of proposed depression scale prediction method measured in MAE and RMSE averaged over all sequences in development and test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development Audio</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>10.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Video</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Video&amp;Audio</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Audio</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Video</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Video&amp;Audio</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Baseline performance of depression recognition measured both in MAE and RMSE over all sequences [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development Audio</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Video</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Audio</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Video</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


